Thank You for Supporting Our Annual Fund
Your generosity keeps the curtain rising!

$100,000 and Above

The Cornelia T. Bailey Foundation
Nancy and Gene Beard
Robert Popolow
State of Florida Division of Cultural Affairs
The Cultural Council of Palm Beach County

$50,000 - $99,999

Tina and Jeff Bolton
Anonymous
Sally Nathanson
Marsha and Stephen Rabb
Toni and Martin Sosnoff

$25,000 - $49,999

Penny Bank
Margaret and Robert Blume
Stephen Brown and Jamie Stern
Bob Spiegel and Jackie Grimm
Sandra and Bernie Meyer
Diane and Mark Perlberg
The Shubert Foundation
Impact 100

Donations received September 1, 2022 – September 12, 2023
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$15,000 - $24,999

Ruth Baum
Lawrence Sanders Foundation
Hermine Drezner
Susan Ellerin and Charles Lieppe
Susan and Larry Goldfein
Goodes Family Foundation
Eric Friedheim Foundation
Judy and Lew Kramer
Marlene and Marty Silver
Mimi and Frank Walsh
Oblio and Barry Wish

$10,000 - $14,999

Joanna and Ben Boynton
Honorable Ann Brown
Heather and Bruce Cohen
Diane and John Dalsimer
Ann and Robert Fromer
Mary Keymer
Patricia Lebow
Mary Lupo and Edward M. Ricci

Michael McCafferty and Joseph Horton
Anonymous
Beverly Myers
Robert Nederlander
Bernard Perry
Arlene and Aarne Reid
Norman Resnick
Louise and Barry Snyder

$5,000 - $9,999

Patti Silver and Leonard Ackerman
Roy Bartolomei and Peter Wronsky
Diane and Andy Berk
Daft Family Foundation
Esther and Sid Dinerstein
Samuel M. Feldman
Joan and David Genser
Roberta Golub

Priscilla Heublein
Stephen Jacobs
Priscilla Leslie
Cynthia Nalley
Charles Orozco, First Republic Bank
Barbara Prine
Donna Reynolds
Elaine and Larry Rothenberg

Martie and Bob Sachs
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$1,000 - $4,999

Admirals Cove Foundation
Beth Alcalde, Akerman LLP
Madeline and Stephen Anbinder
Louise Austin
Michael Bakst and Tim Harris
Judy and Sam Barker
Sherry and Tom Barrat
Jameson Baxter
Karen and Alfred Bearman
Penny and Mitchell Beers
Barbara Blanck
Bill Bone
Nancy and Peter Brown
The Chastain Charitable Foundation
Lucy W. Cook
Gail and John Cooney
Karol and Paul Costa
Melissa Ann Coyne
Mary Jo and Vince Elhilow
Arlene and Glenn Englander
Diane Exter
Susan and William Fink
Renate Franco
James Fuld
Maggie and John Gagliardi
Richard and Connie Galley
Sandra and George Garfunkel
Joan Gelch and Morris Weintraub
Mary Cirillo-Goldberg and Jay Goldberg
Sandra and Paul Goldner
Robin and David Gray
Roe Green
Byron Gross and Ricky Tovim
Peter Grossman and Lawrence Timmins
Allison and Stuart Haft
William Harris
Joann and Forrest Hayes
Carla and David Herwitz
Phyllis Hopman
Jeannie Kanders
Daniel Kaufman and Timothy Beaver
Judy and Jerry Kaufman
Allan and Margaret Keene
Susan and Charles Kiernan
David Kwiat
Marsha and Henry Laufer
Monica and Scott Laurans
Arlene Lazarus
Sidney Lesowitz and Peter Rogers
Judy Lewent and Mark Shapiro
Terry and David Liddell
Ibby Lucas
Virginia Lynn
Macy’s Inc.
Stephen and Emily Magowan
Barbara and Eric Malkin
Pamela and Brian McIver
McNulty Charitable Foundation
Richard Milstein
Theatre Guild At Mirasol
Joan and Carlton Moody
Jeri and Charles Muio
Elinor and Harold Oertell
Martha and Ward C. Parker
Mary Ellen and Michael Peyton
Elizabeth and Gerald Rorer
Carrie and Stan Rosenbaum
Jeff Rosenkranz
Linda and Harold Rosenson
Carol and Joseph Rosetti
Donna Marie Schooley
Hazel and Michael Schultz
Susan Schwartz
Betsy Sell
Caroline and Bill Shepherd
Phyllis and Herbert Siegel
Linda and Don Silpe
Culver Smith and Donna Marks
Smith, Ball and Baez
Elissa Terry
Gunster
D’Vera Topol
Donna and Charles Ward
Frances and Robert Weisman
Lois and Barry Weiss
Ron Wetzel and Nathan Hench
Louise Ross and Bruce Wolf
Lee Wolf and Jordan Cohen
Diane and John Wren
Marcy and Jack Zeltzer
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$500 - $999

Robin and Richard Abedon
Sherry Norris and John Bauman
Paul Bernabeo and David Cohen
Laura Cole
Susan and John Connor
William Deskin
Stuart and Lynn Edinoff
Elaine and Thomas Ermolovich
Beth and Rich Fentin
Anonymous
Eric Geller and Susan Metzler Kirkman
Brenda Kulick and Jay Gettinger
Virginia Gibson
Valerie and Robert Goldfein
Joel Goldstein
Bob Goren and Roxanne Loewenthal
Cathy Gropper
Marcia Halpern
Michael Hoagland and Joseph Kolb
Judith Hochroth and Allan Green
Enid Hoffman
Sherry and Michael Hyman
Gayle Brody Jacobs
Patricia and William Jordan
David Kamp and Michael Rubin
Sheryl and Leonard Kessler
Nancy and Paul Knapp
Phyllis and Larry Kushins
Wendi Levine and Hall Sisson
Ellen Livingston and Edward Levitt
Marjorie Marks
Nancy and Paul McKenna
Kari Floren and Michael McKenzie
Thomas Meier
Wilma and Charles Mooney
Luann and Bill Parmelee
Robin and Joseph Pollack
Mary Jane Range
Brenda and Larry Robinson
Carolyn Rowe
Joseph O. Rubinelli, Jr.
Elizabeth and John Santoro
Anita and Bob Seidemann
Jill and Neil Senzer
Francine and Art Siegel
Barbara Sommers
Lois Steinberg
Connie Tamburo
Donna and Malcolm Wattman
Janice and Arnold Weisler
Kimberly and Roger Yaseen

$100 - $499

Ira Adler
Deanna and Bernard Albert
Doris and Harry Albright
Diane and Peter Arnet
Beth Baker
Charles Balkcom
Donald and Norita Bandel
Michele and James Banker
Helene Barnett and Howard Rubin
Catherine and Steven Barre
Susan Bauchner
Nadine Bederson
Nancy and Mark Bender
Nancy Beren
Ellen Bernstein
Bob and Cherrie Bierley
Nona Redding Bilionis
Lori Black
Margaret and Matthew Blake
Susan and Jerome Block
Jane Bloom
Bill Blumberg
Susan and Paul Brenner
Roslyn and Alan Brilliant
Audrey Brody
Helene and Ken Brower
Bonnie and Bob Buchanan
Philip Buttaravoli
Dennis Butz and Susan Gould
Iris Capobianco
Carol L. Carnevale
Natasha Consigli
Sandra and Lowell Cook
Dennis Creaghan and Deborah Esposito
Janet and David Desmon
Genevieve Dole
Lawrence Dougher
Louise Dougher
Linda and Philip Dumire
Cheryl Dunn Byckhe
Dana Egert
Shelly and Neal Ehrenberg
Karen and Jay Eliezer
Harriet Ellis
Janet L. Ellis
Ron Ezring
Matthew Farley
Ronnie Fassberg
Ann and Lee Fensterstock
Lynne and Perry Feyk
Nona Fine
Karen Fischer
Marsha Fishbane
Claire Barenholz and Alan Fishman
Margaret Flah
Leona and Marvin Fleischman
Florida Restaurant and Lodging Association
Regina Foon and Albert Seidner
Karen Sue Fox
Helen Franke
Judy and Barry Friedfeld
Ann and Ira Friedman
Marilyn and Carlo Funes
Diana and Elliot Garfinkel
Sandy and Frank Geller
Irene Gerber
Rana Gerson
Carol Getson
Diane and Robert Ghormley
Doris Gilman
Suzanne Gold
Sue Goldfinger and Timothy Bell
Rona Goldstein
Joan Goldstein
Sharon and Bruce Goodman
Dianne and Martin Gorbaty
Lydia and Stuart Gordon
Conrad Goulet and Orlando Chiang
Gail and Ed Greenberg
Zee Jay and Jerry Greenspan
Joseph Guidetti
Carol and Albert Hallac
Jackie and Arthur Harris
Susan Hammer and Floyd Sovacoool
Auta and Robert Hendler
Rochelle and David Hirsch
Anne and Robert Hite
Wendy Honig
Nancy and Barry Horowitz
Alexia and John Hoy
Isa and Ken Joseph
Ellen and Jerry Kahan
Elaine and Harmon Katz
Paula Katz and Bob Davison
Judy and John Keller
Debra Kelly-Ennis and Joe Nestic
Marshall Kern
Barbara Messick and Emil Kessler
Gail and Michael Kirsch
Lois and Larry Kleinberg
Arlene Fine Klepper
Edward Klotz and Linda Allen
Helen and Al Kniberg
Shirley Koo
Linda and Gene Kopf
Matthew Korinko
Ellen and Irving Kramer
Ellen and Jerry Kranzler
Gail and Sid Krepel
Ethel and Marvin Krotenberg
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$100 - $499 continued

Ann and Stephen Leber
Wynne Leon
Marilyn and Alan LeRoy
Stephanie and Sam Levine
Shelley Levine
Jerold and Renee Kramer
Meron Levitats
Barbara and Myron Levy
Cheryl and Al Liebowitz
Miriam Lief and Albert Goldberg
Rachel and Per Lorentzen
Ellen Lott
Jeffrey Luft
Arlene and David Lurie
Barbara Lurie
Anonymous
Stephen and Emily Magowan
Mary Ann Martin
Millie and David McCoy
Nicki McDonald
Jim and Gail McKay
Etta and Froman Mehl
Elaine and David Mendelow
Daisy and John Mereny
Sharon and Keith Meyer
Deborah and Ernest Mhoon
Madeline and Arthur Millman
Joan Milowe
Lynne Minsky
Daniel and Harriet Mironov
Harriet Molk
Eileen and Anthony Montalbano
Rodica and Albin Morariu
Barbara Morgenstern
Beverly and Marvin Morse
Alice and Allan Mostoff
Carolyne New

Alison and Thomas O’Brien
Laura and William Orlow
Abby and Steve Perelman
Muriel and Bill Perlberg
Zakia and Stan Phillips
Yolanda Phinney and James Sabin
Charlotte and Norman Plotksky
Marsha and Jerry Pollak
Joyce and Norman Primost
Joan Puttermann
Geri and Irv Ratner
Sue Regan
Susan and Erick Reickert
Joyce Reisman
Alison and David Rice
Marilyn Rice
Beverly Ringel
Joel Risch and Richard Smith
Patti and John Riter
Helenan and Stanley Robin
Stephen Roos and Terri Sobrane
Paige M. Rose
Pearl and Stanley Rosenberg
Susan and Jerome Rosenzweig
Marie Louise and Randolph Roy
Fran Sadoff-LeBow
Henrietta and Bergino Santo
Seawinds Singer Island
Marty and David Schindler
Peter Schneider and Dena Seigel
Barbara Schulman
Amy and Richard Schwed
Carole Sebbane
Christine and Mark Shalloway
Steve Shapiro
Linda Sherby
Tina Parsons and Randy Sherman

Elizabeth and Alan Shulman
Bernice Rieders Sickle
Paul Siegel
Sybil and Marshall Sigel
Miriam and Ron Silverman
Nellie Lou Slagle
Tema Smeyne and Edward Gerstein
Joyce and Robert Smith
Felice and Marty Solomon
Linda Sorenson
June and Jerome Spunberg
Molly and Nick St. Cavish
Jerry and Myra Stemerian
Barbara and Fred Stern
Goldie and Alan Stopek
Roberta and Phillip Strasburg
Marc Strassler
Cari and Lenny Sukienik
Terrie Temkin
Joan and Irwin Tepper
Shirley and Jack Thompson
Susan and Martin Treffler
Elaine C. Tucker
Beth and Jim Walton
Bruce Warshal
James B. Watson
Betty Weber
Arlin Weingold and Natalie Pincus
Howard Weinstein and Suzanne LeVine
Barbara and Stephen Weiss
Diane and Stephen Weiss
Carol Wetz
Nancy and David Wolf
Robin Woodard
Allison Worthington
Eleanor and Joel Yura
Desi and Ben Zalman

Thank you!
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